
TRREB Members – Your trusted partners in property
[Context: The video clip features several scenarios of partners moving forward in life changing events, and text on
screen that appears to reinforce the key messages.]

[Visual: Various scenarios move along visually aligning with the narrator stories.]

[Music]

Narrator: Our parents are helping us with a down payment on our first home because I just told Josh we’re going to
be three.

[Visual: Couple cuddles on a bed. Text reads: Our parents are helping us with a down payment on our first home
because I just told Josh we’re going to be three.]

Narrator: Loving this time for us to slow down together and with the kids. If we right-size we can afford more moments
like this.

[Visual: Little children run up to their grandparents, in a porch setting. Text on screen reads: Loving this time for us to
slow down together, and with the kids.
Visual: Later, grandparents standing with adult child’s family and their grandchildren. Text on screen reads: If we
right-size we can afford more moments like this.]

Narrator: Committing to Liana was easy, now we’re ready for our forever home

[Visual: Couple stands in front of official who is conducting a marriage ceremony. Text on screen reads: Committing to
Liana was easy]

Narrator: Now, we are ready for our forever home.

[Visual: Two women are tenderly embraced. Text reads: Now, we are ready for our forever home.]

Narrator: Where can I find the right rental,

[Visual: Man looks out on the street from a balcony. Text reads: Where can I find the right rental,]

Narrator: So I can afford to bring my family over sooner?

[Visual: Man smiles while on mobile phone. Text reads: so I can afford to bring my family over sooner?]

Narrator: So many questions.

[Visual: Man smiles looking up into the sky. Text reads: So many questions.]

Narrator: So many questions.

[Visual: Married couple smiles at each other. Text reads: So many questions.]

Narrator: So many questions.

[Visual: Grandparents smile at each other. Text reads: So many questions.]



Narrator: Where do we start?].

[Visual: Young couple relaxed on a bed with eyes closed. Text reads: Where do we start?]

Narrator: With TRREB Members, your trusted partners in property.

[Visual: Man smiling with partner behind him. Text reads: TRREB Members, your trusted partners in property]

Narrator: Find out more at TRREB.ca

[Visual: Man smiling with partner behind him making a peace sign (with her two first fingers in a “V” shape. Text
reads: Find out more at TRREB.ca]


